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Dear Colleague,

Every year, an increasing number of Americans are being affected by diabetes and its serious complications. With nearly 24 million people with diabetes and another 57 million people with pre-diabetes, this is an epidemic that must be addressed.

The impact diabetes has on individuals in the United States and the health care system is enormous. Every minute three more people are diagnosed with diabetes. Every day, 230 people with diabetes will undergo an amputation, 120 people enter end-stage kidney disease programs and 55 people will go blind from diabetes. Diabetes is also one of the leading causes of death and disability in the United States.

While these numbers are staggering there is hope. The American Diabetes Association’s mission is to prevent and cure diabetes and to improve the lives of all people affected by diabetes. To that end, in conjunction with The Monroe Plan for Medical Care, the ADA has developed a “Medical Group Visit” guide. This guide covers everything from starting and organizing a group, to conducting a successful group as well as providing specific content topic information on diabetes and billing information.

Studies have shown that Medical Group Visits may help patients with diabetes better manage their disease. The empowering nature and peer dynamic can lead to better outcomes. Additionally, financially it can be a win-win for both the patient and the medical practice.

It is our hope that this guide will serve you and your practice in producing better outcomes for your patients with diabetes.

Sincerely,

Travis Heider
Executive Director
American Diabetes Association

Joseph A. Stankaitis, MD
Community Volunteer Leadership Board President
American Diabetes Association
Medical Group Visits: Introduction

This Medical Group Visit Starter Kit is designed for health care teams who want to begin offering Medical Group Visits for their patients. It contains information on:

- What are Medical Group Visits
- Why they are useful
- How to plan and implement the visits
  - Task list and timeline
  - Who does what
  - Sample letter for patients
  - Sample agendas
- Information on a “Patient Workbook” for the participants
  - Medical Group Visit norms
  - Vitals record for patients
  - Clinic information sheet
- A list of resources to help you get started
  - Sources for patient education materials
  - Tips on facilitating groups
- References

Information to prepare this notebook was received from Collene Hawes of Group Health Cooperative, Kate Lorig of the Stanford Patient Education Research Center and John Scott of Kaiser-COLORADO. Thanks to all the clinics and individuals who have shared materials and tools they have used.

Portions of this work first appeared in or are derived or adapted from the Chronic Disease Self-Management Program. Those portions are Copyrighted 1999 by Stanford University. Permission for use has been granted by Kate Lorig.

The ADA wishes to acknowledge the invaluable input and sharing of experiences in the implementation and management of diabetes medical group visits by Barbara A. Gawinski, PhD and Douglas Stockman, MD of the University of Rochester Department of Family Medicine and James Sutton, RPA-C and Teresa Chang, MD of the Clinton Family Health Center of the Rochester General Health System.
What is a “Medical Group Visit”?

The term is applied to a wide variety of visits designed for groups of patients, rather than individual patient-provider appointments. This Starter Kit describes the Cooperative Health Care Clinic (CHCC) model developed by the Kaiser Colorado staff. We will refer to it simply as a “Medical Group Visit.” Medical Group Visits were pioneered with frail elderly patients who were high utilizers of primary care.

In this model, the health care team facilitates an interactive process of care delivery in a periodic Medical Group Visit program. The team empowers the patient, who is supported by information and encouraged to make informed health care decisions. The Medical Group Visit can be conceptualized as an extended doctor’s office visit where not only physical and medical needs are met, but educational, social and psychological concerns can be dealt with effectively.

Invitations are extended by the health care team to specific patients on the basis of chronic disease history and utilization patterns. The patients typically remain in the same group together. Members may be added to groups if the group size decreases.

Variations of this Medical Group Visit format have been used for disease or condition specific populations, such as:

- Diabetes
- Hypertension
- Orthopedic procedures
- Heart failure
- Cancer
- Asthma
- Depression
- Fibromyalgia
- Hormone replacement therapy
- Chronic pain
- Hearing impaired population


Additionally, some practices find it is helpful to periodically provide a group meeting for new patients as an orientation to the practice, or to initiate a new clinical guideline.
Why Have Medical Group Visits?

Evidence from a randomized trial of group outpatient visits for chronically ill older HMO members in the Colorado Kaiser program indicates that Medical Group Visits had the following impacts:

- 30-percent decrease in emergency department use
- 20-percent decrease in hospital use/re-admissions
- Delayed entry into nursing facilities
- Decreased visits to sub-specialists
- Increased total visits to primary care
- Decreased same day visits to primary care
- Increased calls to nurses
- Fewer calls to physicians
- Increased patient overall satisfaction with care
- Increased physician satisfaction with care
- Decreased cost PMPM by $14.79

In focus groups, patients tell providers that they value:
- trusting relationships with their provider:
- hands-on care.
- time with the provider.

Medical Group Visits are a way to address those needs.

Summary

Medical Group Visits offer staff a new and more satisfying way to interact with patients that makes efficient use of resources, improves access and uses group process to help motivate behavior change and improve outcomes.
MEDICAL GROUP VISITS - PLANNING & PROCESS
# Task List and Timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
<th>Done</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Two months before first session** | Meet with leadership  
Determine goals and measurement  
Team meeting (1 hour or less)  
Determine type of Medical Group Visit (ex: frail elderly)  
Discuss plans and team member roles  
Review agenda and letters  
Schedule room (2-hour block)  
Schedule provider (2-hour block)  
Schedule RN (2-hour block)  
Schedule MA for vitals during “break”  
Obtain list of potential participants  
Review list for inappropriate invitees | Provider | | |
| **One month before first session** | Send out invitation letters to 40-50 people  
Call all patients who received letter (2 weeks after mailing)  
Team meeting (45 minutes or less)  
Review agenda and roles, attendees, patient notebooks  
Arrange refreshments, if desired  
Create records for patients (folder/notebook for 25 per group) | RN | | |
| **One week before** | Create roster of attendees and sign-in sheet  
Review charts for potential immediate needs  
Call attendees to remind them of their appointment | | | |
| **Day of Visit** | Set up room (horseshoe)  
Materials to room (patient folders, coffee, BP cuffs, stethoscopes, flip chart, nametags, tissues)  
Be in room early to greet patients  
Hold visit  
Debrief after visit:  
What went well? What didn’t go as well? | | | |
| **Monthly** | Plan next Medical Group Visit | | | |
Who Does What

Each team should review the tasks and roles and determine how best to use their team. Flexibility based upon practice configuration [staffing, protocols, etc.] is always recommended. The result might look something like this:

**LPN/MA**

1. Pull charts 3-5 days before the Medical Group Visit.
2. Remind primary care provider about the upcoming Medical Group Visit.
3. As agreed upon by team, perform chart review.
4. Give results of chart review to provider.

**Day of Medical Group Visit**

1. Check room set-up.
2. Take charts and supplies to room.
3. Perform vitals, exams and immunizations as needed.
4. Data entry into registry if appropriate.

**Appointing Personnel**

1. Reminder phone calls to patients.
2. Check on room reservation.
3. Make sure name tags are ready.

**Day of Medical Group Visit**

1. Prepare charts and labels.
2. Print out registries for patients if appropriate.
3. Complete billing information as needed.

**MD/NP/PA**

1. Participate in planning of the visit with the team, following suggestions of participants.
2. Review charts; identify problems for review with individual patients.

**Day of Medical Group Visit**

1. Conduct discussion and Medical Group Visit.
2. During break, review individual needs and make 1:1 individual appointments for after the visit.
3. Document all visits.

**RN**

1. Coordinate the planning of the visit with the team.
2. Coordinate materials and information for the visit.

**Day of Medical Group Visit**

1. Circulate in room during break, performing vital signs and identifying patients who need individual attention.
2. After visit, follow up with patients via telephone as needed.
Who Does What (continued)

Others: Pharmacist, Behavioral Health, Nutrition, Physical Therapy

It is sometimes helpful to provide access to other specialists during the Medical Group Visits. It is important that the team adequately brief anyone brought into the Medical Group Visit so they adhere to the high degree of interactivity encouraged in the group. Discourage these guest presenters from lecturing to the patients or providing them with excessive prepared materials.

A good model for these presentations is for the physician, nurse, or presenter to have the group list all the questions they have right before the presenter speaks. If these are listed on a flip chart, they can be checked off as they are discussed. The presenter can suggest topics that the patients may not be aware of if they are not included on the list.
Planning and Implementing Medical Group Visits

**Two Months Before the First Medical Group Visit**

Initiating a Medical Group Visit requires some planning and coordination. It is important to begin planning at least two months before the first visit is scheduled to occur. Make sure that you have support from the leadership at your site. With the leadership, discuss what outcomes you want from your Medical Group Visits. Some suggestions include patient and provider satisfaction, achievement on clinical standards of care and utilization. Determine a measurement plan.

At a team meeting, determine the population you would like to invite for Medical Group Visits. Remember that between 30- and 50-percent of patients are amenable to participation in group appointments, so determine if the population you wish to include is at least 50 patients or the group that results from your invitation may be too small to make the visit efficient for your team. Chronic illness registries and reports of patients with frequent visits can be used for this purpose. At this first team meeting, review the letters of invitation, standard agenda for the first meeting, and the roles of the team members. A task list and timeline is provided in the following section. Give top priority to scheduling the primary care provider, the nurse and an MA to assist with vitals during the “break” in the Medical Group Visit. Don’t forget to schedule the room.

**One Month Before the First Medical Group Visit**

When a list of potential patients is obtained, the team should quickly review the list for patients who wouldn’t be appropriate in a group. The typical exclusions are patients who are terminally ill, have memory problems, severe hearing problems, have difficulty with English ( unless you are offering a second language session) or are out of the area for significant portions of the year. Create your mailing list and letters now. Plan to have letters reach patients about one month before the first session. The letter is viewed most positively if it is personally signed by the primary care provider, and followed up one or two weeks after the mailing with a personal phone call from the nurse who will be attending the Medical Group Visits.

It is a good idea to have a second team meeting during this time. The materials for the patients to have at the first session should be reviewed. Each patient will be provided with a folder or three ring binders to bring with them to each visit. Review any assessments or documentation tools you wish to use. Discuss how the calling is going (or went) and who is expected to attend. Review the agenda and roles of the team. Some practices like to provide coffee or a snack for the break in the visit. Arrange this as needed, as well as the materials for the folders, binders, a flip chart, BP cuffs and stethoscopes. It is a good idea to use nametags, especially for the first few visits.
About one week before the first session, enlist someone to call the attendees and remind them of their appointment. These calls should describe the purpose of the visit, what is likely to occur at the visit and encourage the patient to attend. The caller should reinforce that this is an actual medical appointment, not a class or workshop, and people are expected to call and cancel if they cannot attend. Discuss the issues of co-pay and parking as necessary. Many teams request the charts of those who will be attending and review them for preventive care needs or other concerns.

### Supplies for a Medical Group Visit

- Charts
- BP cuffs & stethoscopes
- Specialty Tools (ex: monofilaments for diabetes foot exam)
- Forms (sign-in sheets, order forms, etc.)
- Pens
- Nametags
- Flip charts and markers

### Day of the First Medical Group Visit

The day of the first session, prepare the room well in advance, as some patients will arrive early. Tables should be set up in the shape of a horseshoe with the open end pointing toward the speaker. Start on time to create the expectation that the visit has a beginning and an ending. At least one team member should be in the room to greet patients. Help patients to write the name they wish to be called in very large letters on their name tag.

The primary care provider should open the meeting with a sincere welcome. All staff and team members are introduced. The patients are then given a format to follow for introductions. It is very important to include sharing in the introduction, as this will help to form the supportive relationships between the group members. For older patients, reminiscence can be very helpful. The primary care provider should model the introduction. The provider should introduce himself or herself again using the exact format they want the participants to use. For example, “My name is (use the name you wish to be addressed by). My favorite childhood toy was my bicycle. We used to ride all around our neighborhood in Des Moines, Iowa on our bikes.” This modeling will help other participants to be brief. If participants begin to tell extended stories, the provider might need to gently interrupt by saying something like “Thank you, . We need to make sure we have time to hear from everyone.” The introductions should take about 15 minutes.

### Don’t hog the airtime!

If the facilitator has been talking about him/herself for more than one minute, it’s time to stop!
After the introductions, the provider gives an overview of the Medical Group Visit (30 minutes). Allow lots of time for interaction and questions. Review the group norms, which cover the expectation of confidentiality for the group.

**We all like food**

Consider offering simple refreshments.

In some groups, the members will take on the responsibility and offer to bring items to share.

Before the break, the provider and nurse should explain what will happen. The nurse will start at one end of the horseshoe and take vitals while and the physician will start on the other end and cover any individual issues. Some groups have found it helpful to have a Medical Assistant take vitals in addition to the nurse. Vitals are recorded for the patients in their notebooks, and for the medical record. All team members should be assessing patients for those who may need an individual visit at the end of the group session.

After the break (15 minutes), the group should reconvene for an open question and answer period. The provider may need to prompt this session and encourage participation at first. Often asking what people have heard or seen on the news or in the newspaper will get the questions rolling. The provider should involve the team as much as possible and refer questions to the nurse to demonstrate to the patients that the team works together.

**Group Interaction is Powerful**

Health care professionals are often tempted to use Medical Group Visits as an opportunity to lecture patients – to tell patients everything they think patients should know about the disease process, treatment, etc. This can seriously undermine the success of the Medical Group Visit.

Resist the temptation to take over and lecture! Trust the group to lead the way. The role of the health care team is to facilitate the group interaction.

After the question and answer period, the group discusses what topic they would like to discuss in the next Medical Group Visit (typically one month in the future.) Writing down a list of all the ideas on a flip chart can be a very helpful technique. Providers find that patients typically bring up topics that the provider team also feels are important and rarely suggest frivolous topics. If they do, other participants usually discourage the idea. Some provider teams may want to get a quick reaction from the participants about what they liked about the meeting. Thank the participants for coming.

**Tips for Using Flipcharts**

- Write in clear large letters
- Use Bullets for lists
- Use alternating colors to clearly separate items
Individual appointments then follow at 10 minute intervals. The nurse and provider may both have individual appointments. After 30 minutes of appointments, the provider is rewarded for the Medical Group Visit by having 30 minutes of discretionary time.

After the first Medical Group Visit, the team may want to have a short debriefing meeting. Discuss what went well and what didn’t go so well. As you discuss things you might want to do differently, remember that the basic format of the group has been tested in clinical trials, and deviations from the outline may not have the same positive results.

Providers have found that few materials should be prepared in advance of the Medical Group Visit. Quickly reviewing the patient information materials your practice usually uses is generally all that is required. What the patients want to hear about is the basic information they need to know and how others have dealt with the situation. Providers should strive for each session to be interactive. An appendix contains helpful information to deal with difficult people and situations that may arise in a group session.

Happy Endings

It’s important to end each session with a strong, clear closing statement. Think about the difference between the following closures:

Example #1: “This was a great session. You all did a wonderful job discussing issues of medication management and thinking of creative solutions to the problems that some of you have experienced. I really appreciate your openness and your willingness to share. At the next meeting, we will be discussing ways to increase activity levels. Thanks for coming and we’ll see you all on March 12th.”

Example #2: “Well, I guess that’s it. I can’t think of anything else. OK, then. Bye.”

Let the group answer questions

When questions arise, health care professionals tend to want to give the answers. Instead, learn to leverage the power of the group.

“Has anyone else experienced this problem? What worked for you?

This increases the participants’ confidence in their own problem solving ability.

Monthly Follow-Up

The team should hold a brief meeting each month to review the participants’ requested topic and determine how to address it. Kaiser Colorado has found that it is best to have most of the presentations and discussion done by members of the primary care team. Review the roles of the team members and anything that the team would like to try differently for the upcoming session.
Materials and Resources for Patient Folders/Notebooks

Assessments

For some types of Medical Group Visits, the medical practice may want to have the participants complete a questionnaire or health assessment before the Medical Group Visit. It is highly recommended that when teams consider using assessments that they utilize instruments that are brief and have been tested before. One resource is Lorig et al Outcome Measures for Health Education and other Health Care Interventions, SAGE Publications, 1996.

Curricula

It is very tempting for the team to develop detailed lessons plans and curricula, but this is not recommended. Researchers have found that groups of patients will choose the topics that health professionals want to discuss. By leaving the choice of discussion topic up to the participants, the group forms closer bonds and develop a sense of self-confidence. A great deal of the information that patients find helpful is hearing how other people have handled similar situations. The information that patients want from professionals tends to be basic information and it is rarely necessary to research a topic or refer to books to work with patients. If this is necessary it can be accomplished in the period between meetings, since the participants should be setting the topic for the upcoming meeting in the preceding one. Some groups have found it helpful to keep a checklist of topics they would like to cover and periodically review the checklist.

The American Diabetes Association has curricula designed to provide diabetes education to the African American [Live Empowered] and Latino [Por Tu Familia] communities. To obtain copies of these modules, and training on their use, contact Arlene Wilson, Associate Director of Community Initiatives for Upstate New York, American Diabetes Association at 585-4548-3040 x3481.

Patient Education Materials

If you wish to choose and order patient education materials for your Medical Group Visits, carefully review them to make sure they are consistent with your approach to patient care. Remember to use materials accepted for use in your setting so you will avoid the need to explain discrepancies in standards for care.

Practice Brochures

You may wish to include brochures giving patients information about your clinic and phone numbers to call for appointments, prescriptions, and other needs. Check to see if someone has already compiled this information.
Billing for Medical Group Visits

Billing Process

We recommend that medical practices bill Medical Group Visits in the same manner as individual visits. To be able to accomplish this is critical that Medical Group Visits meet the individual interaction criteria for billing categories 99213 and 99214. These include the documentation of:

1. Medical Group Visit vital records (p. 20)
2. Medical Group Visit medication records (p. 21)

We recommend the use of a review sheet or to verify these conditions are met prior to billing submissions.

References

More detailed information is available online to describe the billing process through Medicaid and other insurance providers at http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/541549_2

The Monroe Plan for Managed Care is also a resource on how this can be handled.
MEDICAL GROUP VISIT RESOURCES
Medical Group Visit
Agenda Template

15 minutes  **Introductions/Welcome**
Physician/practitioner opens the session.
All team members present are introduced.
Introductions follow around the room, with sharing included.

30 minutes **Topic of the Day**
Physician/practitioner and nurse provide information, interacting with the participants whenever possible.
Some suggestions to make the session interactive include asking:
“Has anyone here ever had this problem?”
“How has anyone dealt with this situation before?”
“What have you heard about ______?”
Always intersperse the presentation with questions from the group

15 minutes **Break**
Physician/practitioner starts on one side, nurse on other.
Take blood pressures; ask about specific concerns for the day (look for patients who need 1:1 visits).
Refill meds.

15 minutes **Questions and Answers**
Ask for any questions the group has about their health, the visit, recent topics in the news, etc.

15 minutes **Planning and Closing**
Determine topic for next month
Thank everyone for coming, providers proceed to 1:1 visits

30 minutes **1:1 visits with practitioner and nurse**
Medical Group Visit Norms

We will…

♦ Encourage everyone to participate.
♦ State our opinions openly and honestly.
♦ Ask questions if we don’t understand.
♦ Treat one another with respect and kindness.
♦ Listen carefully to others.
♦ Respect information shared in confidence.
♦ Try to attend every meeting.
♦ Be prompt, so meetings can start and end on time.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Blood Pressure</th>
<th>Pulse</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>Dose</td>
<td>Reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Date

Dear [Name],

I want to invite you to participate in a new way of delivering medical care. This program is designed specifically for patients with diabetes, or at risk for diabetes. By choosing to participate you will be asked to:

- Become a member of a small group of patients with diabetes or at risk for diabetes. This group will meet every month with me to address medical and other issues of concern to you.
- Help us develop the program for your particular group.
- Help evaluate the success of the program in meeting your needs.

Most of the time when you come into the practice, you are ill, or have a specific problem that we need to talk about. Discussions about managing your blood sugar or improving your health are often hard to fit into these short visits. The purpose of this group is improved health. In the group we will discuss ways you can manage your diabetes, improve your health and make sure you are up-to-date with care recommended for you.

The first Medical Group Visit will be held _____ (day and date) from _____ (am or pm). These Medical Group Visits will be held at __________. We encourage you to bring a family member with you. Since this visit includes a medical evaluation, a co-pay will not be collected if you usually do not have a co-pay.

If you are interested, please respond by ________ (date) to ________ (name) at ________ (phone number). If you are not interested, please be assured that you will continue to receive your health care as usual.

PCP
Medical Group Visit Billing

Assessments

For some types of Medical Group Visits, the medical practice may want to have the participants complete a questionnaire or health assessment before the Medical Group Visit. It is highly recommended that when teams consider using assessments that they utilize instruments that are brief and have been tested before. One resource is Lorig et al Outcome Measures for Health Education and other Health Care Interventions, SAGE Publications, 1996.

Curricula

It is very tempting for the team to develop detailed lessons plans and curricula, but this is not recommended. Researchers have found that groups of patients will choose the topics that health
GROUP FACILITATION
TRAINING & RESOURCES
DEALING WITH THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF PEOPLE/SITUATIONS IN GROUP SETTINGS©

The following descriptions of different types of people and potentially difficult situations are presented here to stimulate your thinking about how you might handle these effectively during a group session that you are leading. Preparing ahead of time may even help you prevent such problems. Each situation is different; therefore use your best judgement to determine what suggestions might be effective in real situations.

If a difficult situation persists, discuss it with your co-workers. Together, you will get the support you need and can decide how best to handle the problem.

The Too-Talkative Person

This is a person who talks all the time and tends to monopolize the discussion.

The following suggestions may help:

- Remind the person that we want to provide an opportunity for everyone to participate equally.
- Refocus the discussion by summarizing the relevant point, then move on.
- Spend time listening to the person outside the group.
- Assign a buddy. Give the person someone else to talk to.
- Use body language. Don't look toward the person when you ask a question. You may even consider having your back toward the person.
- Talk with the person privately and praise him/her for contributions, and ask for help in getting others more involved.
- Thank the person for the good comment, and tell him/her that you want everyone to have a turn at answering the question.
- Say that you won't call on someone twice until everyone has had a chance to speak once first.

The Silent Person

This is a person who does not speak in discussions or does not become involved in activities.

The following suggestions may help:

- Watch carefully for any signs (e.g., body language) that the person wants to participate, especially during group activities like brainstorming and problem solving. Call on this person first, but only if he/she volunteers by raising a hand, nodding, etc.
• Talk to them at the break and find out how they feel about the group session.
• Respect the wishes of the person who really doesn't want to talk; this doesn't mean that they are not getting something from the group.

_The "Yes, but . . .” Person_

This is the person who agrees with ideas in principle but goes on to point out, repeatedly, how it will not work for him/her.

The following suggestions may help:
• Acknowledge participants' concerns or situation.
• Open up to the group.
• After three "Yes, but's" from the person, state the need to move on and offer to talk to the person later.
• It may be that the person's problem is too complicated to deal with in the group, or the real problem has not been identified. Therefore, offer to talk to the person after the session and move on with the activity.
• If the person is interrupting the discussion or problem-solving with "Yes, but's," remind the person that right now we are only trying to generate ideas, not critique them. Ask him/her to please listen and later we can discuss the ideas if there is time. If there is no time, again offer to talk to the person during the break or after the session.

_The Non-participant_

This is the person who does not participate in any way.

The following suggestions may help:
• Recognize that the people in the group are variable. Some may not be ready to do more than just listen. Others may already be doing a lot, or are overwhelmed. Some may be frightened to get "too involved." Still others may be learning from the sessions, but do not want to talk about it in the group. Whatever the reason, do not assume the person is not benefiting from the group in some way, especially if he/she is attending each session.
• Do not spend extra time trying to get this person to participate.
• Congratulate those participants who do participate.
• Realize that not everything will appeal to everyone in the same way or at the same time.
• Do not evaluate yourself as a leader based on one person who chooses not to participate in activities.
The Argumentative Person

This is the person who disagrees, is constantly negative and undermines the group. He/she may be normally good natured but upset about something.

The following suggestions may help:

- Keep your own temper firmly in check. Do not let the group get excited.
- If in doubt, clarify your intent.
- Call on someone else to contribute.
- Have a private conversation with the person; ask his/her opinion about how the group is going and whether or not he/she has any suggestions or comments.
- Ask for the source of information, or for the person to share a reference with the group.
- Tell the person that you'll discuss it further after the session if he/she is interested.

The Angry or Hostile Person

You will know one when you see one. The anger most likely has nothing to do with the leader, group or anyone in the group. However, the leader and groups members are usually adversely affected by this person and can become the target for hostility.

The following suggestions may help:

- Do not get angry yourself. Fighting fire with fire will only escalate the situation.
- Get on the same physical level as the person, preferably sitting down.
- Use a low, quiet voice.
- Validate the participant's perceptions, interpretations and/or emotions where you can.
- Encourage some ventilation to make sure you understand the person's position. Try to listen attentively and paraphrase the person's comments in these instances.
- If the angry person attacks another participant, stop the behavior immediately by saying something like: "There is no place for that kind of behavior in this group. We want to respect each other and provide mutual support in this group."
- When no solution seems acceptable ask, "At this time, what would you like us to do?" or "What would make you happy?" If this does not disarm the person, suggest that this group may not be appropriate for him/her.

The Questioner

This is the person who asks a lot of questions, some of which may be irrelevant and designed to stump the leader.

The following suggestions may help:
● Don't bluff if you don't know the answer. Say, "I don't know, but I'll find out."

● Redirect to the group: "That's an interesting question. Who in the group would like to respond?"

● Touch/move physically close and offer to discuss further later.

● When you have repeated questions, say, "You have lots of good questions that we don't have time to address during this session. Why don't you look up the answer and report back to us next week."

● Deflect back to topic.

**The Know-It-All Person**

This is the person who constantly interrupts to add an answer, comment, or opinion. Sometimes this person actually knows a lot about the topic and has useful things to contribute. Others, however, like to share their pet theories, irrelevant personal experiences and alternative treatments, eating up group time.

The following suggestions may help:

● Restate the problem.

● Limit contributions by not calling on the person.

● Establish the guidelines at the start of the session and remind participants of the guidelines.

● Thank the person for positive comments.

● If the problem persists, invoke the rule of debate: Each member has a right to speak twice on an issue but cannot make the second comment as long as any other member of the group has not spoken and desires to speak.

**The Chatterbox**

This is a person who carries on side conversations, argues points with the person next to him/her or just talks all the time about personal topics. This type of person can be annoying and distracting.

The following suggestions may help:

● Stop all proceedings silently waiting for the group to come to order.

● Stand beside the person while you go on with workshop activities.

● Arrange the seating so a leader is sitting on either side of the person.

● Restate the activity to bring the person back to the task at hand or say, "Let me repeat the question."

● Ask the person to please be quiet.

**The Crying Person**

Occasionally, a group discussion may stimulate someone in the group to express their feelings of depression, loss, sorrow or frustration by crying. People cry for many reasons. They may feel that someone finally understands what it has been like, which makes them feel safe to express emotions they have been suppressing for a while. Crying is usually a release that promotes emotional healing. To allow a person to cry is helpful; it may also help to bring the group closer together, providing
mutual support to one another. Your role is to convey that it is okay to cry so the person does not feel embarrassed in front of the group.

The following suggestions may help:

- Always have a box of tissues handy and pass it to the person.
- Acknowledge that it is all right to cry — having a health problem is difficult, and then continue on with the class.
- If the person is crying a lot, one leader may want to accompany the person out of the class to see if anything needs to be done. The other leader should continue on with the rest of the group.
- Generally, if no one tries to stop the crying, within a short period of time, it will play itself out. Tension will be released and the person will feel better and the participants will feel closer to the person.
- At the break or after the session, ask if the person is okay now and if he/she needs help with anything. Reinforce to the person that crying is a perfectly normal, healthy behavior and that he/she is not the first to cry in this class. In fact, it has happened quite often and probably will in the future.

The Suicidal Person

Rarely, you may encounter someone who is very depressed and is threatening to take his/her own life or expresses severe hopelessness or despair.

- Talk to the person privately. One professional can accompany the person out of the room, and perform a further assessment of suicide risk.
- Engage mental health services.

The Abusive Person

This is someone who verbally attacks or judges another group member.

The following suggestions may help:

- Remind the group that all are here to support one another.
- Establish a group rule and remind everyone that each person is entitled to an opinion. One may disagree with an idea someone has but under no circumstances will personal attacks be appropriate. If the abuse continues, ask the person to leave.

The Superior Observer

This is a person with a superior attitude who says he/she is present out of curiosity, and that he/she already knows everything about their health and is coping well.

The following suggestions may help:

- If the person knows a lot and is doing well, you may want to have them provide examples of what they do at selected times for the group.
• A person may also act superior if he/she feels uncomfortable and not a part of the group. If so, include him/her in some way.

• If the person wants to be ignored, then ignore them. They will get bored and leave or start to participate.

**The Person in Crisis**

The person in "crisis" is the one with the problems who wants help and/or just needs to talk about these problems.

The following suggestions may help:

• Listen attentively, be empathetic, use open-ended questions and use reflective listening.

• If after five minutes it is obvious that the person will need more time to "unload," talk to person during the break or afterwards, as you will have to go on with the group activities.

• Don't take up session time and energy with the very "needy" person because it takes time away from the other participants who can be helped. Refer them to appropriate services, such as social work or behavioral health.
Reasons for Using Small Groups to Foster Learning

1. Learners gain a sense of ownership of the learning process.

2. Helps learners build their own knowledge. Knowledge built is knowledge understood.

3. Provides an environment for learners to practice skills in a safe environment so that skills will be more rehearsed when applied in the "real" setting.

4. Provides opportunity to learn effective group process and be part of a team (a "learning team").

5. Provides opportunities for enhancement of communication skills.

6. Provides opportunities to give and to receive feedback.

7. Provides opportunities for learners to learn from each other rather than the "experts" who sometimes cannot explain content at the level needed by the learner.

8. Helps learners understand others points of view.

9. Provides a supportive environment.

10. Provides opportunity to learn by teaching/sharing.

(Adapted from Fostering Learning in Small Groups by Jane Westberg and Hilliard Jason)
Lessons from Geese

Fact 1: As each goose flaps its wings it creates an “uplift” for the birds that follow. By flying in a “V” formation, the whole flock adds 71% greater range than if each bird flew alone.

Lesson: People who share a common sense of direction and community can get where they are going quicker and easier because they are traveling on the thrust of one another.

Fact 2: When a goose falls out of formation, it suddenly feels the drag and resistance of flying alone. It quickly moves back into formation to take advantage of the lifting power of the bird immediately in front of it.

Lesson: If we have as much sense as a goose we stay in formation with those headed where we want to go. We are willing to accept their help and give our help to others.

Fact 3: When the lead goose tires, it rotates back into the formation and another goose flies to the point position.

Lesson: It pays to take turns doing the hard tasks and sharing leadership, as with geese, people are interdependent on each other’s skill, capabilities and unique arrangement of gifts, talents or resources.

Fact 4: The geese flying in formation honk to encourage those up front to keep up their speed.
Lesson: We need to make sure our honking is encouraging. In groups where there is encouragement, the productivity is much greater. The power of encouragement (to stand by one’s heart or core values and encourage the heart and core of others) is the quality of honking we seek.

Fact 5: When a goose gets sick, wounded or shot down, two geese drop out of formation and follow it down to help and protect it. They stay until it dies or can fly again. Then they launch out with another formation or catch up with the flock.

Lesson: If we have as much sense as geese, we will stand by each other in difficult times as well as when we are strong.

Lessons from the Geese, was written in 1972 by Dr Robert McNeish of Baltimore.
A Procedural Model for Effective Facilitation

Step 1. Identify your preferences.

Step 2. Identify participant preferences.

Step 3. Design or revise the small-group activity to suit participant preferences.

Step 4. Conduct the small-group activity.

Step 5. Make modifications on the fly.

Step 6. Debrief the group.
The Six Tensions in Small-Group Activities

**Structure:** How rigidly or flexibly should the small-group activity be implemented?

1. **Tightest:** Explain the rules in detail at the beginning and enforce them rigidly.
2. **Tight:** Announce the rules in the beginning and enforce them fairly strictly.
3. **Neutral:** Give an overview of the rules and enforce them flexibly.
4. **Loose:** Explain the rules only when needed and apply them loosely.
5. **Loosest:** Make up the rules as you go along and use them arbitrarily.

**Pace:** How rapidly or leisurely should the small-group activity be implemented?

1. **Fastest:** Constantly rush the participants and impose tight time limits.
2. **Fast:** Keep the activity moving at a fairly fast pace.
3. **Neutral:** Keep the activity moving at a comfortable pace.
4. **Slow:** Keep the activity proceeding at a fairly slow pace.
5. **Slowest:** Constantly slow down the activity.

**Interaction:** How do group members relate to each other?

1. **Most cooperative:** Maintain a high level of cooperation by focusing on external threats and obstacles.
2. **Cooperative:** De-emphasize scores and encourage the participants to help each other.
3. **Neutral:** Maintain a balance between cooperation and competition
4. **Competitive:** Keep scores and encourage participants to outperform their opponents.
5. **Most competitive:** Encourage cut-throat competition by constantly pointing out that winning is the only thing, and announce a reward to be given to the winner.
The Six Tensions in Small-Group Activities (Cont’d.)

**Focus:** Which is more important, a positive procedure or efficient results?

1. **Most process-focused:** Keep the activity interesting, playful, and creative.
2. **Process-focused:** Keep the activity enjoyable.
3. **Neutral:** Maintain a balance between an enjoyable procedure and efficient results.
4. **Results-focused:** De-emphasize the enjoyment of the activity and focus on getting the job done.
5. **Most results-focused:** Constantly emphasize the goals, results, and outcomes of the activity.

**Concern:** Are we most concerned about individual or group needs?

1. **Greatest individual concern:** Focus on individual needs and ignore group needs.
2. **Individual concern:** Focus a little bit more on individual needs than on group needs.
3. **Neutral:** Maintain a balance between individual needs and group needs.
4. **Group concern:** Focus a little more on group needs than individual needs.
5. **Greatest group concern:** Focus on group needs and ignore individual needs.

**Control:** Where should group members look for direction and validation?

1. **Most internal:** Take an unobtrusive role. Let the group decide what is valuable to them.
2. **Internal:** Take a background role. Avoid giving suggestions and feedback.
3. **Neutral:** Maintain a balance between participating and withdrawing from group activities.
4. **External:** Take a consultant role. Give suggestions and feedback.
5. **Most external:** Take a leadership role. Provide authoritative advice and evaluation.
A Procedural Model for Effective Facilitation

The tactics listed previously for maintaining a balance in a small-group activity are for illustrative purposes only. Brainstorming additional tactics of this nature may actually be an excellent topic for an initial activity.

Knowing these tactics on how rigidly or flexibly a small-group activity should be implemented does not guarantee you will become an effective facilitator. You need to know when and how to use them. Here's a six-step procedural model for using the tension-adjustment tactics before, during, and after a small-group activity.

Step 1. Identify your Preferences.
Flexible facilitation does not mean that you should not have personal preferences, but you should be aware of these preferences and keep them under control. For example, I prefer a fairly loose structure, fast pace, cooperative interaction, results focus, individual concern, and external control. It is important to be aware of your biases and to realize they may not meet the needs of the group.

The best way to discover your biases is to recall your own small-group experiences in which you felt very positive or very negative and to analyze the factors that contributed to those feelings. You may also talk to your colleagues and participants for their opinions about your biases. Once you are aware of them, remind yourself to relegate them to the background whenever necessary.

Step 2. Identify Participant Preferences.
Before planning a small-group activity, you need to collect information on the likely preferences of your participants along each of the six tension areas. The best source of information is a representative sample from the group.

To cross-check your information you may wish to talk to other facilitators, consultants, and trainers who are familiar with the group.

Step 3. Design or Revise the Small-Group Activity to Suit Participant Preferences.
Whether you are designing a new simulation game or using an existing one, integrate your understanding of the participants' preferences into the activity. Carefully work through the steps and rules of the activity to decide where they appear to be located along each tension. For example, if there are several complex rules that are rigid, the activity will be perceived to be too tight by most participants--unless their preference is for a high degree of structure.
When you identify tension areas at one extreme or another, use appropriate tactics to make suitable adjustments. During this step, you may want to work with a few members of your participant group and with a few knowledgeable colleagues to ensure that your design adjustments are appropriate.

**Step 4. Conduct the Small-Group Activity.**

With the appropriate initial adjustments, you should start the activity with confidence. Do not worry about making additional adjustments at this stage. Present an overview of the process and the desired products to get the group started.

**Step 5. Make Modifications on the Fly.**

As your participants work through the activity, continuously monitor the levels of various tensions. If the six tensions are at optimum levels, do not interfere with the flow of the activity. However, there is no such thing as a perfect small-group activity, and some tensions are likely to become prominent from time to time. Wait a little while to see if the group makes its own adjustments. Most groups, especially experienced ones, work out their own system of reducing the tensions. With inexperienced groups, you may need to intervene with appropriate adjustments. Do this as quickly and as unobtrusively as possible. Continue monitoring the group and adjusting the simulation game as required.

**Step 6. Debrief the Group.**

Even after the activity is completed, you still have a critical step to undertake. Conduct a debriefing session with all participants immediately, and with a few selected participants later, to collect information on their perceptions of different tension levels. This can be done in a few minutes by asking the participants questions based on the rating scale such as, "When did you feel the activity was too tightly structured?" or "When did you feel the facilitator interrupted you too often?" Take notes on the participants' responses and use them to balance the same activity with future groups or activities with the same group.

The effectiveness of small-group activities depends heavily on the flexibility of the facilitator. Whether you are a newcomer or an old-timer, you can improve your effectiveness by attending to and adjusting structure, pace, interaction, focus, concern, and control of your small-group activity.

---
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Group Development

1. Rotate the responsibility of group discussion.

2. The purpose/mission of the group must be clear to all members and the purpose/mission should be periodically revisited.

3. Ground rules should be established and monitored.

4. Help group understand that “conflict” (conflict in a positive way) is a normal and perhaps necessary part of group development.

5. Group must be reminded to “listen” to each other.

6. Wrap-up at the end of each session should be comprised of meaningful and constructive comments relative to group process.

7. Everyone must contribute and work to make the group a “learning team.”
Group Dynamics Evaluation

1. Rotate the responsibility of group discussion.

2. The purpose/mission of the group must be clear to all members and the purpose/mission should be periodically revisited.

3. Ground rules should be established and monitored.

4. Help group understand that “conflict” (conflict in a positive way) is a normal and perhaps necessary part of group development.

5. Group must be reminded to “listen” to each other.

6. Wrap-up at the end of each session should be comprised of meaningful and constructive comments relative to group process.

7. Everyone must contribute and work to make the group a “learning team.”
Group Facilitation Resources:
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